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Abstract

It has been suggested that Bayesian net-
works and relational databases are different

because the implication problems for proba-
bilistic conditional independence and embed-
ded multivalued dependency do not always
coincide. The present study indicates that
the implication problems coincide on solv-

able classes of dependencies and differ on un-

solvable classes. We therefore maintain that
Bayesian networks and relational databases
are the same in a practical sense, since only
solvable classes of dependencies are useful
in the design and implementation of both
knowledge systems.

1 Introduction

The relational database model [3] is well established as
the basis for developing database systems. The loss-
less decomposition of a relation into two projections
(smaller relations) is based upon the notion of embed-

ded multivalued dependency (EMVD). On the other
hand, Bayesian networks [6] have become a proven
framework for uncertainty management. In this ap-
proach, probabilistic conditional independence is used
to factorize a probability distribution into two smaller
distributions. It has been suggested [9] that Bayesian
networks and relational databases are different because
the implication problems for probabilistic conditional
independence and EMVD do not always coincide. This
remark, however, does not take into consideration the
important issue of the solvability of the implication
problem.

Our Bayesian database model [11, 13] provides a uni-

fied framework for modeling both Bayesian network
and relational database applications. We extend the
standard relation by adding a column to store the
probability values. We introduce Bayesian embedded

multivalued dependency (BEMVD) as the necessary
and sufficient condition for the lossless decomposition
of a probabilistic relation into two smaller probabilis-
tic relations. It is important to realize that BEMVD
is simply probabilistic conditional independence ex-
pressed as a database dependency. Moreover, EMVD
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for BE-
MVD. Therefore, our Bayesian model offers a conve-
nient tool to present a comprehensive study of the im-
plication of BEMVDs and EMVDs.

The implication problem [1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14] is to
determine whether a set

∑
of dependencies logically

implies another dependency σ. We say
∑

logically
implies σ, written

∑
|= σ, if every relation which sat-

isfies
∑

also satisfies σ. That is, there is no counter-
example relation such that all of the dependencies in∑

are satisfied but σ is not. We would like to know:

Do the implication problems coincide in these two

database models?

That is, we would like to know whether the following
proposition holds:

C |= c ⇐⇒ C |= c, (1)

where C and c are probabilistic dependencies in
our Bayesian database model, and C and c are
the corresponding data dependencies in the re-
lational database model. In this paper, we
study whether Proposition (1) holds in the fol-
lowing four pairs of dependencies: (BMVD,MVD),
(conflict-free BMVD, conflict-free MVD),
(conflict-free BEMVD, conflict-free EMVD),
and (BEMVD,EMVD), as illustrated in Figure 1. We
will show that the only pair for which the implication
problems do not coincide is (BEMVD,EMVD). This
is an important observation since the BEMVD class
does not have a finite complete axiomatization [9, 14].
Similarly, the EMVD class does not have a finite com-
plete axiomatization [5, 7]. On the contrary, each of



the classes in the former three pairs do indeed have a
finite complete axiomatization. These results suggest
that the implication problems coincide on the solvable

classes of dependencies and differ on the unsolvable

classes, as depicted in Figure 2. We therefore main-
tain that Bayesian networks and relational databases
are the same in a practical sense, since only solvable

classes of dependencies are useful in the design and
implementation of both knowledge systems.
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Figure 1: The four classes of generalized dependencies
in the Bayesian database model and the correspond-
ing class of data dependencies in the standard rela-
tional database model. A double solid arrow means
that Proposition (1) holds, while a double dashed ar-
row indicates that Proposition (1) does not hold.

Solvable Classes of Dependencies

Relational Database ModelBayesian Database Model

Figure 2: The implication problems coincide on the
solvable classes of dependencies.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we re-
view the notions of embedded multivalued dependency
(EMVD) and Bayesian embedded multivalued depen-
dency (BEMVD), i.e., probabilistic conditional inde-
pendence. We define three subclasses of BEMVD in
Section 3. In Section 4, we use the implication prob-

lem to study the relationship between the relational
database model and the Bayesian database model. In
Section 5, we examine the role solvability plays in this
relationship. The conclusion is presented in Section 6.

2 Embedded Multivalued Dependency

and Bayesian Embedded

Multivalued Dependency

Before introducing our Bayesian database model [11,
13], we briefly review the notions of relation and em-

bedded multivalued dependency (EMVD) in the stan-
dard relational database model [3].

A relation scheme R = {A1, A2, . . . , Am} is a finite
set of attributes. Corresponding to each attribute Ai

is a nonempty finite set DAi
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, called the

domain of Ai. Let D = DA1 ∪ DA2 . . . ∪ DAm
. A

relation r on the relation scheme R, written r(R), is
a finite set of mappings {t1, t2, . . . , ts} from R to D
with the restriction that for each mapping t ∈ r, t(Ai)
must be in DAi

, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where t(Ai) denotes the
value obtained by restricting the mapping to Ai. The
mappings are called tuples and t(A) is called the A-
value of t. To simplify the notation, we will simply
write a relation r on R as r(A1A2 . . . Am).

Let X, Y, Z, W be pairwise disjoint subsets of at-
tributes of scheme R = XY ZW . We say relation
r(XY ZW ) satisfies the embedded multivalued depen-

dency (EMVD) X →→ Y |Z in the context XYZ, if the
projection πXY Z(r) of r(XY ZW ) satisfies the condi-
tion:

πXY Z(r) = πXY (r) 1 πXZ(r), (2)

where π and 1 are the projection and natural join op-
erators, respectively. For example, relation r(ABCD)
on the top of Figure 3 satisfies the EMVD B →→ A|C,
since πABC(r) = πAB(r) 1 πBC(r).

We generalize a traditional relation r(R) by adding
an additional column Ap. A probabilistic relation is
denoted by r(RAp), where the column labelled by Ap

stores the probability values. Note that t(Ap) > 0, for
all t ∈ r(RAp), namely, tuples with zero probability
are not stored in relation r(R). For convenience, we
will write r(RAp) as r(R) and say relation r is on R
with the attribute Ap understood by context. That is,
relations denoted by boldface represent probabilistic
relations.

Let r(R) be a relation and X be a subset of R. The
marginalization of r onto X , written τX(r), is:

τX(r) = { t(XAp(X)) | t(X) ∈ πX(r) and

t(Ap(X)) =
∑

t′∈r,t′(X)=t(X)

t′(Ap) }.



A B C D
r(ABCD) = 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1

A B C A B B C
πABC(r) = 0 0 0 = 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

Figure 3: Relation r(ABCD) satisfies the EMVD
B →→ A|C, since πABC(r) = πAB(r) 1 πBC(r).

In the literature [6], the relation τX(r) is called the
marginal distribution p(X) of p(R) onto X .

The product join of two relations r1(X) and r2(Y ),
written r1(X) × r2(Y ), is defined as

r1(X) × r2(Y )

= {t(XY Ap(X)·p(Y )) | t(XY ) ∈ πX(r1) 1 πY (r2)

and t(Ap(X)·p(Y )) = t(Ap(X)) · t(Ap(Y ))}.

Thus, r1(X)× r2(Y ) denotes the product p(X) · p(Y )
of the two distributions p(X) and p(Y ).

Let X, Y, Z, W be pairwise disjoint subsets of at-
tributes of scheme R = XY ZW . A probabilistic rela-
tion r(XY ZW ) satisfies the Bayesian embedded mul-

tivalued dependency (BEMVD), X ⇒⇒ Y |Z, if

τXY Z(r) = τXY (r) × τXZ(r) × τX(r)−1, (3)

where the inverse relation τX(r)−1 is defined using
τX(r) as follows:

τX(r)−1 = {t(XA1/p(X)) | t(X) = t′(X) ∈ τX(r)

and t(A1/p(X)) = 1/t′(Ap(X))}.

Note that this relation τX(r)−1 is well defined because
by definition τX(r) does not contain any tuples with
zero probability. By introducing a binary operator ⊗
called Markov join, we say that a relation r(XY Z)
satisfies the BEMVD X ⇒⇒ Y |Z, if

τXY Z(r) ≡ τXY (r) ⊗ τXZ(r)

= τXY (r) × τXZ(r) × τX(r)−1.

For example, relation r(ABCD) on the top of Figure 4
satisfies the BEMVD B ⇒⇒ A|C, since the marginal
τABC(r) can be written as τABC(r) = τAB(r)⊗τBC(r).

A B C D Ap(ABCD)

0 0 0 0 0.1
r(ABCD) = 0 0 0 1 0.1

0 0 1 1 0.2
1 0 0 0 0.1
1 0 1 0 0.1
1 1 1 1 0.4

A B C Ap(ABC)

τABC(r) = 0 0 0 0.2
0 0 1 0.2
1 0 0 0.1
1 0 1 0.1
1 1 1 0.4

A B Ap(AB) B C Ap(BC)

= 0 0 0.4 ⊗ 0 0 0.3
1 0 0.2 0 1 0.3
1 1 0.4 1 1 0.4

A B C A p(AB)p(BC)
p(B)

0 0 0 (0.4)(0.3)/(0.6) = 0.2
= 0 0 1 (0.4)(0.3)/(0.6) = 0.2

1 0 0 (0.2)(0.3)/(0.6) = 0.1
1 0 1 (0.2)(0.3)/(0.6) = 0.1
1 1 1 (0.4)(0.4)/(0.4) = 0.4

Figure 4: Relation r(ABCD) satisfies the BEMVD
B ⇒⇒ A|C, since τABC(r) = τAB(r) ⊗ τBC(r).

Two important remarks need to made. First, EMVD
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for BE-
MVD [11]. It is straightforward to construct a prob-
abilistic relation r(R) which does not satisfy a given
BEMVD X ⇒⇒ Y |Z, yet the traditional relation r(R)
(obtained by striking out the column Ap) does indeed
satisfy the corresponding EMVD X →→ Y |Z. Sec-
ond, we say that Y and Z are conditionally indepen-

dent given X in a probability distribution p(XY ZW ),
written I(Y, X, Z), if

p(XY Z) =
p(XY ) · p(XZ)

p(X)
, (4)

where X, Y, Z, W are pairwise disjoint. By comparing
Equations (3) and (4), it can be easily seen that BE-
MVD is simply probabilistic conditional independence

expressed as a database dependency. Let r(XY ZW )
be the probabilistic relation representing the probabil-
ity distribution p(XY ZW ). Saying that r(XY ZW )
satisfies the BEMVD X ⇒⇒ Y |Z is the same as say-
ing that Y and Z are conditionally independent given
X in p(XY ZW ), namely,

X ⇒⇒ Y |Z ⇐⇒ I(Y, X, Z). (5)



Thus, we use the terms BEMVD and probabilistic con-
ditional independency interchangeably.

3 Subclasses of Bayesian Embedded

Multivalued Dependency

Here we define three special subclasses of BEMVD.
The corresponding classes of data dependencies are de-
fined by replacing the notion of BEMVD with EMVD.

In the special case when the BEMVD X ⇒⇒ Y |Z
involves all the attributes in a relation scheme R, i.e.,
R = XY Z, we call X ⇒⇒ Y |Z a full BEMVD, or
simply Bayesian multivalued dependency (BMVD). We
write the BMVD X ⇒⇒ Y |Z as X ⇒⇒ Y , if the
context is understood.

A graphical structure G is called a perfect-map [2, 6]
of a set

∑
of dependencies, if every dependency logi-

cally implied by
∑

can be inferred from G, and every
dependency inferred from G is logically implied by

∑
.

We can use the separation method [2] to infer BMVDs
from an acyclic hypergraph. We say that a BMVD
X ⇒⇒ Y is inferred from an acyclic hypergraph R, if
and only if Y is the union of some disconnected com-
ponents of R with the set X of nodes deleted. (For
example, consider the acyclic hypergraph R = {R1 =
AB, R2 = BCD, R3 = DE, R4 = DFG, R5 = DFH}
on the set R = ABCDEFGH of attributes. The
disconnected components obtained by deleting node
D in R are S1 = ABC, S2 = E, and S3 = FGH .
By definition, the BMVDs D ⇒⇒ ABC, D ⇒⇒ E,
D ⇒⇒ FGH , and D ⇒⇒ ABCE can be inferred
from R. On the other hand, the BMVD D ⇒⇒ BC
is not inferred from R since BC is not equal to the
union of some of the sets in {S1, S2, S3}.)

In general, not every set of BMVDs can be faith-
fully represented by a single acyclic hypergraph. For
example, there is no single acyclic hypergraph that
can simultaneously encode the set C = {A1 ⇒⇒
A2, A3 ⇒⇒ A2} of BMVDs on R = A1A2A3. The
conflict-free BMVD [2] class contains every set of
BMVDs which has a perfect-map in the form of an
acyclic hypergraph.

We now introduce a new subclass within BEMVD
called conflict-free BEMVD. The d-separation [6]
method for inferring BEMVDs from a directed acyclic

graph (DAG) in a manner similar to using the separa-

tion method for inferring BMVDs from an acyclic hy-
pergraph. Just as there are some sets of BMVDs which
cannot be faithfully represented by a single acyclic
hypergraph, there are some sets of BEMVDs which
cannot be faithfully represented by a single DAG. For
example, there is no single DAG that can simultane-
ously encode the set C = {A2 ⇒⇒ A1|A3, A3 ⇒⇒

A1|A2, A3 ⇒⇒ A1A2|A4} of BEMVDs on R =
A1A2A3A4. The conflict-free BEMVD class is defined
as those sets of BEMVDs which have a perfect-map in
the form of a DAG.

4 Comparing the Bayesian and

Relational Database Models

In this section, we show that the implication prob-
lems in the Bayesian database model and the rela-
tional database model coincide on those classes of de-
pendencies with a finite complete axiomatization. We
remind the reader that C and C denote corresponding
sets of BEMVDs and EMVDs, respectively. That is,
C = {X →→ Y |Z | X ⇒⇒ Y |Z ∈ C}. Similarly, c
denotes the EMVD corresponding to the BEMVD c.
We begin our analysis with the pair (BMVD,MVD).

The following two inference axioms (M1) and (M2) are
both minimal [4] and complete [1] for the MVD class:

(M1) If Y ⊆ X, then X →→ Y,

(M2) If X →→ Y and Y →→ Z, then X →→ Z − Y.

Since the corresponding inference axioms (B1) and
(B2) are sound [12] for the BMVD class:

(B1) If Y ⊆ X, then X ⇒⇒ Y,

(B2) If X ⇒⇒ Y and Y ⇒⇒ Z, then X ⇒⇒ Z − Y,

it immediately follows that the implication problems
coincide in the pair (BMVD, MVD).

Theorem 1 C |= c ⇐⇒ C |= c in the pair
(BMVD,MVD).

Proof: (⇒) C |= c =⇒ C |= c is a tautology in the
pair (BMVD,MVD) [11].

(⇐) Let C |= c. Since the MVD class has a complete
axiomatization, C |= c implies that C ⊢ c. That is,
there exists a derivation sequence s of the MVD c by
applying the MVD inference axioms (M1) and (M2) to
the MVDs in C. This means there exists a derivation
sequence s of the BMVD c using the BMVDs inference
axioms (B1) and (B2) on the BMVDs in C, which par-
allels the derivation sequence s of the MVD c. That
is, C ⊢ c. Since these BMVD axioms are sound, C ⊢ c

implies that C |= c. 2

Obviously the implication problems coincide in the
pair (conflict-free BMVD, conflict-free MVD), as this
pair is a subclass of the pair (BMVD,MVD).

Theorem 2 C |= c ⇐⇒ C |= c in the pair (conflict-
free BMVD, conflict-free MVD).



A1 A2 A3 A4

r(A1A2A3A4) = 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0

Figure 5: Relation r satisfies all of the EMVDs in C
but does not satisfy the EMVD c, where C and c are
defined in Example 1. Therefore, C 6|= c.

This concludes our brief discussion of full (nonembed-
ded) dependencies.

We now consider embedded dependencies. The spe-
cial classes of conflict-free BEMVD and conflict-free
EMVD both have a finite complete axiomatization [6].

Theorem 3 [6] C |= c ⇐⇒ C |= c in the pair
(conflict-free BEMVD, conflict-free EMVD).

Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are significant since they indi-
cate that testing the implication of probabilistic de-
pendencies is the same as testing the implication of
data dependencies. An immediate consequence is
that the chase [3] algorithm can be directly applied
as a nonaxiomatic method to test the implication of
BMVDs [10, 12].

5 The Role of Solvability

In the last section, it was shown that the implication
problems coincide for some classes of dependencies.
However, Studeny [9] pointed out that the implica-
tion problems for EMVD and BEMVD do not always
coincide.

Example 1 Consider the set C = {A3A4 ⇒⇒
A1|A2, A1 ⇒⇒ A3|A4, A2 ⇒⇒ A3|A4, ∅ ⇒⇒
A1|A2} of BEMVDs, and c the single BEMVD ∅ ⇒⇒
A3|A4. In [8], Studeny showed that C |= c. Now con-
sider the set C = {X →→ Y |Z | X ⇒⇒ Y |Z ∈ C}
of EMVDs corresponding to the set C of BEMVDs,
and the single EMVD ∅ →→ A3|A4 corresponding to
the BEMVD c. Consider the relation r(A1A2A3A4)
in Figure 5. It can be verified that r(A1A2A3A4) sat-
isfies all of the EMVDs in C but does not satisfy the
EMVD c. That is, C 6|= c. 2

Example (1) indicates that

C |= c 6=⇒ C |= c. (6)

Example 2 Consider the set C = {A1 →→ A3|A4,
A2 →→ A3|A4, A3A4 →→ A1|A2} of EMVDs, and

A1 A2 A3 A4 Ap

r(A1A2A3A4) = 0 0 0 0 0.2
0 0 0 1 0.2
0 0 1 0 0.2
0 0 1 1 0.1
0 1 1 1 0.1
1 0 1 1 0.1
1 1 1 1 0.1

Figure 6: Relation r satisfies all of the BEMVDs in
C but does not the BEMVD c, where C and c are
defined in Example 2. Therefore, C 6|= c.

let c be the single EMVD A1A2 →→ A3. It can be
shown [12] that C |= c. Now consider the correspond-
ing set of BEMVDs C = {A1 ⇒⇒ A3|A4, A2 ⇒⇒
A3|A4, A3A4 ⇒⇒ A1|A2} and c is the BMVD
A1A2 ⇒⇒ A3. It is easily verified that relation
r(A1A2A3A4) in Figure 6 satisfies all of the BEMVDs
in C but does not satisfy the BEMVD c. Therefore,
C 6|= c. 2

Example 2 indicates that

C |= c 6⇐= C |= c. (7)

Based on Equations (6) and (7), Studeny [9] argued
that the Bayesian database model and the relational
database model are different. This remark, however,
does not take into consideration one important issue.
The question naturally arises as to why the implication
problem coincides for some classes of dependencies but
not for others. The answer lies in the solvability of the
implication problem.

There is no single DAG which can faithfully repre-
sent all of the BEMVDs in the set C of BEMVDs in
Example 1. This means that set C of BEMVDs be-
longs to the general BEMVD class. Similarly, there
is no single DAG which can faithfully represent all
the EMVDs in the set C of EMVDs in Example 2.
This means that the set C of EMVDs belongs to the
general EMVD class. This means that Studeny’s ar-
gument that Bayesian networks and standard rela-
tional databases are different was based on the anal-
ysis of the implication problems in the general pair
(BEMVD,EMVD). This is an important observation
since the general BEMVD class does not have a finite
complete axiomatization [9, 14], contrary to Pearl’s [6]
conjecture. Similarly, the general EMVD class does
not have a finite complete axiomatization [5, 7]. This
supports our argument that there is no real differ-
ence between Bayesian networks and standard rela-
tional databases in a practical sense, since only solv-

able classes of dependencies are useful in the design
and implementation of both knowledge systems.



6 Conclusion

It has been suggested in [9] that Bayesian networks
are different from relational databases since the impli-
cation problems of probabilistic conditional indepen-
dence and embedded multivalued dependency do not
always coincide. In this paper, we reviewed the fact
that our Bayesian database model [11, 13] serves as
a unified model for both Bayesian networks and re-
lational databases. In particular, probabilistic condi-
tional independence can be expressed as Bayesian em-

bedded multivalued dependency (BEMVD). We pointed
out that Studeny’s observation [9] was based on an
analysis of the general pair (BEMVD,EMVD). This is
important since both the general EMVD class [5, 7]
and the general BEMVD class [9, 14] do not have a fi-
nite complete axiomatization. This means that there is
no real difference between Bayesian networks and stan-
dard relational databases in a practical sense, since
only solvable classes of dependencies are useful in the
design and implementation of both knowledge systems.
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